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Since our last report the tropics kicked it into high gear, and at 

one point there, were 5 named tropical cyclones spinning in the 

Atlantic Ocean.  Hurricane Teddy became the largest and forced 

many lobster fishermen off RI/MA to move their pots in shore as 

the storm passed east of the Grand Banks on September 23rd 

according to Captain Jeff Jones who fished Hydrographer aboard 

Kraken after the passage of Teddy.  Reports over the past month 

off the Keys and South Florida have indicated more consistent 

catches than reports coming in from the same boats earlier in the 

summer.  Case in point, Hit That!, owned and operated by 

Captain David Neblett tagged 15 and landed 6; this was the best   

day of their 2020 fishing season despite logging 7 previous trips.  

We just received a recovery off the Abacos from Ron Canada 

who reported an influx of mahi despite cooling water 

temperatures.  In the Caribbean Sea, Guy and Jessica Harvey 

shared a video of false killer whales hunting dolphinfish at a 

FAD north of the Caymans and reports from Puerto Rico 

indicate that the fall run of fish off the north and south coasts has 

begun.  A special thanks goes out to Alido Baez of Bayahibe, 

DR, for reporting a recovery of Colt Cook’s fish tagged in the 

Anegada Passage in early August.  Mr. Baez recaptured the fish 

on 9/23 after the fish grew 5” in 51 days.  Read more about this 

recovery in our September newsletter.   

https://dolphintagging.com/
https://beyondourshores.org/regional-dolphinfish-reports/
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Ongoing research by the Beyond Our 

Shores Foundation (BOSF) shows U.S. 

recreational landings from the Gulf of 

Mexico, South Atlantic Bight, Mid-Atlantic 

Bight, and New England constitute the 

largest component of recorded landings 

when compared to countries that submit 

dolphinfish commercial landings to the 

Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO) for the Western Central Atlantic 

(WCA) Ocean.  Not included in this graph, 

however, are 16 nations within the WCA 

that do not submit dolphinfish commercial 

landings to the FAO as well as recreational 

landings for jurisdictions throughout the 

Caribbean Sea and Tropical Atlantic; this 

data is needed in order to gather a more 

complete view of annual landings that can 

be used to better assess seasonal and 

interannual population trends.  In addition, 

there are several unknowns related to the 

level of misreporting for nations that do 

submit landings data as well as the level of 

dolphin bycatch among international 

longline vessels in the WCA (Fig. 4 below).  Over the past month, BOSF has given two webinars to the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council 

(SAFMC) to update the Council on research conducted to date for the Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) which included a detailed look at data 

collected throughout the tagging program as well as ongoing research in order to better document regional dolphinfish landings and fishing effort.  These 

seminars were conducted upon request from SAFMC as the Council continues to gather information relative to Amendment 10 to the Dolphin Wahoo 

Fishery Management Plan.  To review the slides we submitted to the SAFMC prior to the webinar please click here.  The slides provide a fairly 

comprehensive review of research associated with the tagging program as well as additional slides on landings and effort data collected over the past 

several months.  Here, we provide a brief overview of our research strategy on the latter.   

Dolphin Landings Throughout the Western Central Atlantic 

Fig. 1 - U.S. recreational dolphinfish landings as well as the top 8 nations that have submitted dolphinfish commercial 

landings to the FAO since 1956.  The "Other Countries" category represents 11 nations that began submitting 

commercial landings data in the mid ‘90s. 

https://safmc.net/download/BB%20Council%20Sep%202020/Late%20Materials/DW_A03_DolphinfishResearchProgram_Pres_Slides.pdf
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In 1999, Dr. Robin Mahon published a paper 

entitled “Dolphinfish fisheries in the Caribbean 

Region” in Scientia Marina, a marine and fisheries 

science journal based in Barcelona, Spain, that 

provided the first thorough categorization of 

dolphinfish landings and fleet dynamics throughout the 

Caribbean Sea.  Dr. Mahon used data up to 1995.  

Using Dr. Mahon’s work as a model, we have started 

to append 23 years of data to specific themes in his 

paper including trends in fishing effort for large 

pelagics, artisanal and small-scale fleets, large-scale 

commercial fleets, recreational fleets, fish aggregating 

devices (FADs), and trends in landings.   We have 

initiated conversations with many scientists around the 

region to gather information on those themes in effort 

to better categorize dolphinfish landings and effort 

throughout the Western Central Atlantic Ocean.  Why 

do this?  There are several reasons.  First, at the highest 

level and as stated in Mahon’s paper, a modern stock 

assessment for dolphinfish has not been conducted in 

the Western Central Atlantic Ocean largely because 

attention is directed toward other large pelagic fishes, 

mainly tunas and billfishes, in ICCAT or at NOAA’s 

Southeast Fisheries Science Division.  Secondly, 

there are several anecdotal reports from taggers and 

observations from our tagging program listed below by 

region that suggest changes to population dynamics:  

Mid-Atlantic Bight:  Delayed start to season; Mostly small size fish (e.g., 15-25”) Dominican Republic: Increasing recoveries at FADs 

South Atlantic Bight: Shortened Season Barbados: Sargassum leading to excellent catches year round 

Florida Straits: Delayed start to the season; No large gaffer size fish (e.g., >36”) Cayman Islands: Shorter season and lack of defined season peak  

U.S. Caribbean Sea: Out of season catches at FADs Cozumel: Change from 20 lb fish to more 4 lb fish 

 

Figure 2  Extending out Dr. Mahon’s time-series shows the expansion and contraction of eight 

nations that have been reporting dolphinfish commercial landings since the 50s and 60s.  In the 

mid-90s, 11 nations began to report dolphinfish commercial landings showing an increase in 

overall landings over the 67-year period. Note that Figure 1 above contains the commercial 

landings data from 1995 onward. 
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Finally, there are several unknowns regarding misreported landings, lack of any landings data, 

lack of effort data, fleet size and fishing fleet characteristics, as well as the magnitude of 

unknowns regarding bycatch among large-scale commercial longline fishing operations and 

purse seine activity throughout the region.  An update to Mahon’s work will add to our 

understanding regarding dolphinfish fisheries throughout the WCA and serve as a similar 

undertaking that members states in the IATTC took to identify knowledge gaps and areas to 

focus work before they conducted a stock assessment in the southern portion of the Eastern 

Pacific Ocean in 2018.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 A 62-year time-series of ICCAT Task II longline effort data (5o x 5o) for 

the WECAFC region (bounding box).  The red ovals represent effort from 2016 to 

2018.  The partition in the bounding box represents Mahon’s division of the effort 

into two separate regions: Effort in the Atlantic east of national EEZs and effort 

within national EEZs.  See Figure 3 for more.    

Figure 3  A 62-year time-series of number of longline hooks 

set per year by seven main nations that have been reporting 

since the 50s and 60s and additional countries that started 

reporting in the 90s.  (A) Effort in the Atlantic east of national 

EEZs and (B) effort within national EEZs. 
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Washington to Veatch Canyon 

Captain Gary Gambarani and angler Bill Harrington aboard 

Easton Pool tagged and released a 20" dolphin in Washington 

Canyon off Maryland on July 25th, 2020.  On September 10th, after 

weeks of consistent winds held boats back from venturing to the 

canyons off Rhode Island and Massachusetts, Captain Stephen 

Viglas recaptured Easton Pool's fish in Veatch Canyon.  This is the 

11th within-region Mid-Atlantic Bight recovery for the Dolphinfish 

Research Program (DRP) but the first canyon-to-canyon 

northeasterly movement spanning nearly the entire region.  When 

compared with other recoveries reported within Poor Man’s and 

Wilmington Canyons, mostly from tagging efforts lead by Captains 

Chris and David Jobes and angler Will Jobes aboard Pair of Docs, 

the average movement rate of this new recovery is twice as fast as 

the previous 10 recaptures (6.65 mpd versus 3.36 mpd).  This new 

recovery is a stark contrast to the lingering movements observed 

within Poor Man’s and Wilmington Canyons and merits the need to 

tag and release more fish within this region to showcase connectivity 

between canyons and the movement of dolphin biomass within the 

region.  For this particular recovery, the recapture length is unknown 

but given the time at large and the average growth rate observed for 

the program it is likely the fish grew 4” and put on nearly 1 ¾  

pounds while at liberty.  In the image to the left the numbers 

represent days at liberty for 7 of the 11 recoveries.     

Straight-line distance between tag and recapture sites = 312.59 miles; 

Straight-line movement rate = 6.65 miles per day;  Days at liberty = 

47.   

New Dolphin Recoveries in the Mid-Atlantic Bight and Caribbean Sea 
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St. Croix to DR 

Captain Colt Cook and angler Duncan Wright 

aboard Hook n Cook tagged and released a 20" 

dolphin north of St. Croix in the southwestern 

portion of the Anegada Passage on August 3rd, 

2020.  On September 23rd, 2020, artisanal fishermen 

Alido Baez of Bayahibe, Dominican Republic, 

recaptured Hook n Cook's fish aboard La Fiera, 

which had grown 5".  This is the 11th within-region 

Caribbean Sea conventional recovery and first from 

north of St. Croix to south of Saona Island, DR, 

spanning the entire USVI/PR continental shelf 

corridor to the southwestern edge of the Mona 

Passage.  When combined with the other recoveries 

reported south of PR and DR since 2011, the average 

movement rate is 8.93 miles per day.  In the image to 

the left, the numbers represent days at liberty for 7 of 

the 11 recoveries.  The only other recovery generated 

from the Anegada Passage was tagged and released 

aboard World Class Anglers by Captain Josh 

Slayton and was recaptured in the northwestern 

portion of the Mona Passage by Captain Matthew 

Bierley, showing that fish can move through the 

Mona Passage from the Caribbean Sea toward the 

Tropical Atlantic.   

Straight-line distance between tag and recapture sites 

= 257.58 miles; Straight-line movement rate = 5.05 

miles per day;  Days at liberty = 51; Growth rate = 

.098"/day or .68"/week.    
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Shop to Support the Dolphinfish 

Research Program 

  

 

 

 

 

Help support the Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) 

by purchasing a DRP tagging kit, program t-shirt, hat, or 

AFTCO-DRP performance fishing shirt.  Proceeds from 

your purchase helps fund our tagging program and research 

of one of the ocean's most iconic offshore fish 

species.  Click here or below to support us. 

 

Request Your Tagging Kit 

 
 

Participation in the DRP helps collect information 

on many research objectives.  Greater tagging 

activity helps boost data collection.  To date, we 

have shipped 218 kits to anglers around the region.  

Request your kit today to help us maximize data 

collection in 2020.  Click here to request a kit.  This 

year we are excited to include two circle hook jigs, 

provided by Bird of Prey Fishing Tackle, in every 

kit to promote the use of circle hooks while trolling, 

sight-casting, or bailing dolphin.   

 

 

 

To make tax-deductible donation click image 

below: 

 

To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks 

out to:   

Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish Research 

Program 

 

Mail to:   

Wessley Merten 

Dolphinfish Research Program 

Beyond Our Shores, Inc. 

PO BOX 3506 

Newport, RI, 02840 

Email:  wess@beyondourshores.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/dolphinfishresearchprogram?ref=bookmarks
https://dolphintagging.com/shop/
https://dolphintagging.com/research-objectives/
https://t.e2ma.net/webview/uaqfdc/8a8b639b79c1135ee441cdacc1246bf3
https://birdofpreyfishingtackle.com/
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Beyond-Our-Shores-Donation-Form.pdf
mailto:wess@beyondourshores.org
https://beyondourshores.org/donate-2/
https://dolphintagging.com/shop/
https://beyondourshores.org/2020-donors/
https://dolphintagging.com/shop/
https://dolphintagging.com/shop/
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